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ABSTRACT 
The question whether human activities seriously affect climate is asked with increasing voice these days. Quite 
understandable since the climate appears to be out of control with the significant global temperature increases 
already seen during the last three decades and with still heavier temperature increases to come in the future ac-
cording to prognoses, among others, in the recent comprehensive IPCC reports [1]. However, the most recent 
climate data [2], show global temperature development levelling off or even turning negative since 2001 in con-
trast to the anticipated course related to the steady increases in the concentration in the atmosphere of 
green-house gasses, primarily carbon dioxide and methane [1]. The purpose of this communication is to demon-
strate that the reduced rate in the global temperature rise complies with expectations related to the decaying 
level of solar activity according to the relation published in an earlier analysis [3]. Without the reduction in the 
solar activity-related contributions the global temperatures would have increased steadily from 1980 to present. 
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1. Introduction 
The alarming rise in global temperatures from about 1980 
to 2000 gave much concern around possible serious fu-
ture climate changes, global warming, that could result 
from the increasing levels of carbon dioxide, methane 
and other greenhouse gasses in our atmosphere. However, 
as shown in [2] the strong rise in global temperatures 
faded after year 2000 and was replaced by a rather steady 
level or even small decreases in the global temperatures 
from around 2001 to present (2013). This development 
took away some of the incitement to cut down on hu-
man-induced growth in greenhouse gasses. 

The question is now whether the present fading of the 
temperature rise is related to the concurrent decrease in 
solar activity scaled, for instance, by the sunspot num-
bers. Scientists have linked past climate changes to solar 
activity. The so-called “Little Ice Age” in the 17’th cen-
tury was linked to the Maunder minimum in solar activ-
ity by [4]. Many later works have linked climate changes 
to changes in solar activity (see reviews [5,6]). 

In the earlier analysis [3] from the Danish Meteoro-

logical Institute (DMI) a quantitative assessment was 
made of the relation between solar activity represented 
by the cycle-average sunspot numbers and the terrestrial 
climate represented by the global temperatures averaged 
over the same interval length but delayed by 3 years. In 
the present communication the anticipated effects of the 
developments in solar activity on the recent global tem-
perature changes are analyzed. 

2. Sunspots and Global Temperatures 
The former analysis [3] and the present work assume that 
solar activity can be represented through the classical 
international sunspot number SSN = k∙(s + 10∙g), where s 
is the number of sunspots, g the number of sunspot 
groups while k is a calibration parameter to ensure that 
different observatories derive the same sunspot number 
regardless of observational qualities. A discussion of this 
index and of modified versions of the sunspot number is 
provided by [7]. The sunspot number is used here rather 
than satellite-based observations of solar radiation be-
cause of the extended length of the time interval of 
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available data. 
The international sunspot numbers are explained and 

made available from the Solar Influences Data Analysis 
Center (SIDC) in Belgium, among other, through their 
web site [8]. The SIDC observed and smoothed sunspot 
numbers for the ongoing cycle 24 up to present are 
shown in Figure 1. For the sunspot values beyond pre-
sent, according to [9], predicting the behavior of a sun-
spot cycle is fairly reliable once the cycle is well under-
way (about 3 years after the minimum in sunspot num-
ber). Presently (2013) we are about 4 years into cycle 24. 

Figure 1 also displays the extensions through 1.5 
years derived at SIDC with different models (kfsm “clas-
sical standard” and kfcm “combined” models). The fig-
ure, furthermore, displays the predictions prepared by the 
Australian IPS Radio and Space Services [10] and the 
NASA solar cycle 24 predictions [11] as of October 
2013. 

The mean of the two SIDC extrapolations [8] 1.5 years 
ahead as well as the NASA prediction places the maxi-
mum of cycle 24 in mid-2013. The currently observed 
and predicted sunspot numbers makes this sunspot cycle 
the weakest since cycle 14 which had a maximum in the 
smoothed data of 64.2 in February of 1906. When final 
sunspot data become available they may turn out still 
lower to make cycle 24 even weaker than cycle 14. 

Sunspot numbers have been reconstructed back to 
around 1850 with quite good accuracy based on as-
tronomers’ careful and detailed recordings of the ap-
pearance of the solar surface. The yearly sunspot num-
bers since 1850 available from SIDC [8] are shown by 
the thin blue line in the bottom panel of Figure 2. The 
extension shown by the dashed line from present through 
the remaining solar cycle 24 to 2020 is based on the 
mean of the IPS [10] and the NASA [11] predictions. 

The bottom panel of Figure 2 also displays the ave- 
rages of sunspot number from minimum to minimum  

 

 
Figure 1. Sunspot numbers. From SIDC: observed (thin 
blue line), smoothed (heavy blue line), kfsm predictions 
(blue dashed line), and kfcm predictions (blue dotted line). 
IPS predicted extensions (green dashed line), and NASA 
predictions (red line). 

 
Figure 2. Upper panel: HadCRUT-4gl series (2013) for 
combined land-surface/sea-surface yearly and cycle average 
global temperatures. Bottom panel: SIDC sunspot numbers 
and cycle-average sunspot numbers (heavy line with dots). 

 
(usual solar cycle) marked by squares and from maxi-
mum in a cycle to maximum in the next cycle marked by 
filled circles. 

The marks are connected by the heavy red line. The 
averaging is made this way to provide a fair representa- 
tion of solar activity regardless of the strongly varying 
solar cycle length (from 9 to 15 years). Except for the 
present cycle 24, the sunspot minima and maxima years 
are derived from the NOAA-NGDC table from 2010 [12]. 
The last, uncertain, min-to-min value, i.e. the average 
through cycle 24, is marked by an open square. At this 
last point error bars extend up to the average value de-
rived by including the NASA predictions and down to 
the value found by including the IPS predictions beyond 
present. 

The top panel of Figure 2 displays global temperature 
variations since 1850 through the deviations from aver- 
age level 1961-1990. 

Reliable global temperature series require that two con- 
ditions are met. Firstly, good thermometers are needed 
for the measurements. But secondly, there must be a fair 
global coverage such that localized climate variations like 
the North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), or the El Niño/La 
Niña in the Pacific would not affect the result too much. 
With these conditions it is hardly possible to extend reli- 
able analyses further back than 1850, which is the year of 
the start of the temperature series developed jointly by 
Hadley UK Meteorological Centre and East Anglia Uni- 
versity in England [13,14]. 

Presently, the series are extended up to October 2013  
and comprise the combined land-surface/sea-surface global 
temperature series, HadCRUT-4gl [2], shown in the up-
per panel of Figure 2, which is used here for the analyses. 
For the discussions here it should be noted that following 
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the steep rise between 1980 and 2000, the global average 
temperatures flatten out after year 2000. The extension of 
the temperatures beyond present shown by the dashed 
line represents the average of global temperatures from 
2001 to 2013. 

3. Relations between Solar Activity and 
Global Temperature 

It should be recalled that solar activity-related changes in 
global temperatures must arrive after the activity changes. 
The former DMI analysis [3] examined the correlation 
between sunspots and global temperatures for the interval 
from 1850 to 1980 and derived a value of 3 years for the 
delay that provided optimum correlation. In Figure 2 the 
cycle-average global temperatures are presented by the 
squares and filled circles, respectively, for the min-to- 
min and max-to-max intervals shifted 3 years. 

The averaging presented in Figure 2 over min-to-min 
or max-to-max solar cycle intervals delayed by 3 years 
include years beyond present for the last two points. In 
the summations a reference value equal to the mean 
value of global temperatures from 2001 to 2013 has been 
substituted for values beyond 2013. Error bars extending 
from the two points represent the results obtained with 
global temperatures beyond 2013 systematically defined 
0.1˚C higher or lower than the reference value. 

In Figure 3 the individual cycle values of the sunspot 
number, SSNA, averaged over either min-to-min or max- 
to-max intervals of the solar cycle (appr. 11 years) and 
the change in global temperatures, ΔTA, averaged over  
the same interval length but delayed by 3 years, are shown 
by filled squares and circles, respectively. This way of 
averaging reduces the scatter and makes it easier to se the 
persistent relation between sunspots and global tempera 
tures. The relation was found statistically in the former 
analysis [3] to be: ΔTA = 0.009 (±0.002)∙SSNA − 0.70˚C. 

 

 
Figure 3. Average temperature anomaly (deviation from 
mean level 1961-1990) vs. average sunspot number through 
all min-to-min and max-to-max solar cycles through 1850 to 
1980. Temperature intervals delayed by 3 years. The line 
has the slope 0.009˚C/SSN. 

The slope of the line in Figure 3 represents the relation: 
ΔTA ~ 0.009∙SSNA. 

4. Modified Temperatures 
With the relation presented in Figure 3 the cycle-average 
sunspot numbers can now be converted to average solar 
activity-related global temperature increases during the 
same interval length but delayed by 3 years. Thus, with 
the sunspot data presented in Figure 2 it is possible to 
calculate the values that the global temperatures would 
have taken without the solar activity-related contribu-
tions. Using the 2013 HadCRUT-4gl temperature series 
[2] as the temperature reference, the result is shown in 
Figure 4. There are, like in Figures 2 and 3, different 
signatures for values found by averaging through min- 
to-min and max-to-max intervals of the solar cycles. 

For the averaging of temperature values for the last 
two points in Figure 4, a reference value derived as the 
mean of global temperatures from 2001 to 2013 has been 
substituted for temperature values beyond present. The 
error bars extending from these two points correspond to 
temperatures systematically 0.1˚C higher or lower than 
the reference value on top of the deviations caused by the 
range of predicted sunspot numbers through the final part 
of cycle 24 illustrated by the error bars on the last aver-
age sunspot point in Figure 2. 

In Figure 4 the general level of the modified Had-
CRUT-4gl temperature anomalies has been displaced to 
provide a reference base line (0.0˚C) for the global tem-
peratures corrected for the solar activity contributions 
calculated according to the relation provided in the for-
mer analysis [3]. It is seen that there are deviations of 
about 0.1˚C to 0.2˚C around this level at times between 
1850 and 1980. However, from around 1985 a new de-
velopment is seen. Now, the cycle-average global tem-
peratures rise strongly to reach a value in 2010 almost 
0.7˚C above the base line. After 2010 the steady rise in 
the modified temperatures continues despite the actual 

 

 
Figure 4. Cycle average global temperature anomalies (Had-
CRUT-4gl) corrected for contributions from solar activity. 
Solar cycle numbers are noted at the points. 
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levelling-off in the observed temperatures. 

5. Discussions 
The purpose of the present communication is not to pre-
dict future temperatures but to disclose the effects of the 
declining solar activity. The development in the global 
temperatures corrected for the contributions from solar 
activity displays a steady rise with no indication of the 
levelling-off of the temperature rise after year 2000 that 
is seen in the original observed HadCRUT-4gl tempera-
ture data [2] shown in Figure 2. 

The above presentation is based on using the global 
land/sea surface temperature series, HadCRUT-4gl. How- 
ever, nearly the same numerical results and quite the sa- 
me conclusions are reached when using the other standard 
temperature series [2], such as the global land surface tem- 
peratures, CruTEM-4gl, and the global sea-surface tempe- 
rature series, HadSST-3gl, all updated in October 2013. 

A further aspect is the possible changes in the sunspot 
data series supplied from Solar Influences Data Center 
[8]. A working group has in a preliminary conclusion 
suggested that the present international sunspot number, 
SSN, is overestimated by around 18% after 1945 [15]. 
Calculations using the since 1945 reduced sunspot num-
bers have given almost the same slope (0.009˚C/SSN) 
based on data from 1850 to 1980—actually with a slightly 
smaller standard deviation. Furthermore, the temperature 
corrections implied in the construction of the modified 
HadCRUT-4gl temperatures displayed in Figure 4 are 
changed by insignificant amounts only by using the modi-
fied sunspot numbers. 

6. Conclusions 
The decaying solar activity makes the recently recorded 
global temperatures flatten out and thus disguises the real 
climate development. With a steady level of cycle-avera- 
ge solar activity the global temperatures would have shown 
a steady rise from 1980 to present (2013) in agreement with 
the increasing atmospheric concentrations of green-house 
gasses, primarily carbon dioxide and methane [16], and 
not the levelling-off actually observed since 2001. 

The solar activity is now at the lowest level seen in the 
past 100 years and could not go much lower. Thus, the 
observed global temperatures may soon resume the steady 
rise observed from around 1980 to 2001. If solar activity 
starts increasing then the global temperatures may rise 
even steeper than that seen over the past three decades. 
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